
The questioner raises an important issue: what difference does Christianity make, or
should it make, in the lives of its followers? And if Christianity does make a
difference, then should others be able to see it? Should one be able to distinguish a
Christian from others, and if so, then how? Notice first, though, that the questioner
assumes both that one can distinguish a Christian from others, to make a judgment
that they are hypocrites, but that one cannot distinguish a Christian from others,
which is what would make them hypocrites in that they are just like everyone else.
Which is it? Are Christians just like everyone else, or are they so readily
identifiable as Christians that one can tell that they are hypocrites? A question in a
prior section does the same thing when it assumes that Christians are judgmental.
Apparently, one can tell that Christians are different because one then makes the
judgment that their difference proves them hypocritical or judgmental.

Yet let’s accept the questioners’ premise that you can tell a Christian from others
but, at the same time, can’t tell them from others. Christians act differently enough
to know that they are Christians, but they act the same so much as to know that they
are hypocrites. The questioner rightly wants to see a difference in how Christians
behave, a positive difference, on things that matter. This much, we can readily
appreciate.

Christians would plainly answer that they do behave differently. Indeed, they
behave differently in exactly the way in which the questioner identifies them.
Christians attend church, worship God, sing hymns, pray to God, read and study
God’s word the Bible, and believe that God exists and say so, while also professing
to follow the resurrected Son of God Jesus. Those behaviors are how others know
that we are Christians. Those behaviors are what distinguish Christians from others
in ways that anyone can observe. If one does none of those things, then one is
probably not a Christian. If one does several or all those things, then one probably is
a Christian, so far as anyone outside of the person can tell.

So, the simple answer is that Christians do not behave like others. Christians rightly
value those very behaviors that distinguish them from others. To Christians, and to
God, those behaviors have intrinsic value, without necessarily producing other
behaviors. Worshiping God is alone enough, whether it makes one more moral or
not. Praying to God, forming and sustaining communicating relationship with the



Father, is alone enough, whether prayer makes one take out the garbage or
otherwise act in better ways or not. Professing that God exists in the resurrected
Jesus is alone enough, whether doing so makes one more honest or not. Jesus’s
death on the cross is enough for salvation, without anyone having to add better
behavior to it.

Those who do not believe in God and do not follow Christ disagree that these
differences are, well, differences. They disagree, though, because their standard is
not God’s standard. Their standard is a worldly standard of how one acts relative to
the world, not relative to God. If Christians behave differently as to the spiritual
things of God, but no differently as to the world, then to the worldly person,
Christians are worse than others, hypocrites, because their faith does not produce
worldly behaviors, things that the world values apart from God. On this point,
Christians and worldly persons simply disagree.

Yet Christians hope, and by and large also reasonably believe, that their Christian
faith does produce changes in their behavior that not just Christians but also the
world can appreciate. The Bible certainly exhorts moral behavior including honesty,
justice, compassion, care, and loving service, indeed self-sacrificial giving to others.
One cannot read the Bible for more than a few minutes without it impressing upon
the heart and mind that God cares about the moral quality of one’s actions.

In many Christians, the Spirit powerfully induces these behaviors, to extraordinary
degrees. Mother Teresa didn’t get to be a saint in Calcutta’s gutters by trying to
please the world. Christ’s self-sacrificial life has spurred many of his followers on
to the most-heroic acts of service to others, just as it spurs many on to quiet acts of
giving and service that no one notices. Putting the hypocrite label on Christians
generally does great disservice to some amazing witnesses to the Spirit’s power of
producing changed behavior. Visit churches to study their quiet works in the
community, and you will see amazing ministries witnessing to the positive social
behavior that Christianity produces.

Yet the questioner is surely right that many presumed Christians do not exhibit
Christ-like behavior. One doesn’t necessarily know the heart of those claiming to be
Christian but who don’t act like it. Perhaps they are not Christian at all. As James
2:17-18 states, faith unaccompanied by action is dead. One proves one’s faith by



one’s deeds. So, the judgment of whether these bad apples are truly Christians is a
difficult one to make reliably. But Christians certainly do sin, and they don’t
generally claim otherwise. As Christians commonly admit, the church is a hospital
for sinners. Still, if a Christian is behaving as badly as non-Christians behave, then
other Christians should be admonishing and correcting the misbehaving Christian,
as Christ himself said in Matthew 18:15-17 and Paul echoed in 1 Corinthians 5 and
Galatians 6.

Studies of the question of whether Christians behave better reach different results.
Some find that strong faith makes significant positive differences in things like
mental and physical health, recovery from illness, lifespan, and divorce, suicide,
and substance-abuse rates. Others find little to no difference. The inconclusive
evidence leads one back to the question of whether faith really must produce
something beyond the spiritual behaviors of such consequence. The inconclusive
evidence also leads one forward to seeking out specific Christian role models whose
positive behaviors do distinguish them from others. Anyone who takes seriously
what the Bible says to do, will behave differently, and not just in religious practice
but also in things that the non-religious tend also to value. And anyone who
purports to take the Bible seriously but does not act consistent with its clear and
compelling morality is indeed a hypocrite, worthy of wearing the label.


